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A results visualization tool



How to start 3DViewer?  Look for the cube! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each picture represents a way to open the 3D Viewer in HEC-RAS.  Here are the ways: Click the cube button on the main RAS window.Open RasMapper and Click on the cube button on the toolbarOpen RasMapper and right click a result layer and select View Results in 3DOpen RasMapper and right click a results map and select View Map in 3D ViewerNote:  You will need to have run your model, and your model must have a terrain.  



Pre-processing Results for 3D Viewer

No pre-processing loading example ~5.7 seconds

Pre-processed loading example ~1.7 seconds

File size?  Approx 3x the size of the result file.  Generally more profiles/time-steps and more area coverage means larger 
files

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Accessing the 3D Viewer will bring up a pre-proccessing window if this is the first time you have run the 3D Viewer or if you cancelled the pre-processing the last time you opened this result in the 3D Viewer.The 3D Viewer has to do much more processing compared to RAS Mapper to show a time step in the simulation.  Pre-processing offloads the processing to a file in the same directory as the result file that was selected.  It will be named the same except the file extension will be “3DViewerCache.sqlite". Pre-processing will make subsequent loading for this result to be a smoother experience.  It will also make playing the results animation smoother.  Pre-processing is optional, pressing the Cancel button will stop the pre-processing step.The first video represents loading all the timesteps without pre-processing beforehand.  Not only is it slower, but it is also using more of your CPU cores.  This means less cores are used to render terrain, which means terrain will pop-in slower while loading timesteps.The second video represents loading all the timesteps with pre-processing.  






The 3D Viewer Interface

Menu

Mini-map
toolbar



How to Access Options



General Options

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the general options.  You can check whether you want full resolution water while playing the animation, or want a reduced resolution while playing.  Full resolution water will load slower than reduced resolution, but it is better defined.   You would probably want to use full resolution if you are taking a video, since you can always speed up the video.   Reduced resolution will load in significantly faster, at a cost of definition.  This option is better for showing live since the animation is more fluid.  The next 2 slides will show how the water is affected by this checkbox.You can also change the vertical scaling for the terrain.  Higher number means more exaggerated terrain.  The symbology option represents the symbologies of the terrain and the different map types.  These will import from RasMapper if you started the 3D Viewer from HEC-RAS.  



Full Resolution Water During Animating
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Reduced Resolution Water During Animation
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Graphics Options

Control the size of the window

Control aggressiveness of tile rendering

Not used yet

Two options: Smooth and Sharp.  Smooth will average 
the shading generated by the 3D model.  Sharp will give 
the true shading of the 3D model.  Sharp outputs 4x as 
many polygons as smooth, so it is less performant than 
smooth shading.  

When checked the 
window is full 
screen.  When it is 
unchecked the 
window can be 
moved around but 
mouse query is not 
accurate 

Adapts program 
refresh rate to 
the refresh rate 
of your screen.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The mouse query not being accurate is just an issue that is yet to be resolved.  We intend both modes to have accurate mouse query.  



V Sync Off vs On
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V Sync Off V Sync On

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows what you could possibly see in the 3D Viewer with V sync off.  This is called screen tearing.  Usually screen tearing only occurs on fast movement.  That can be something moving fast, or the viewer turning quickly.



Level of Detail

Low LOD

High LOD

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each cell represents a tile, 256x256 pixels.  Each pixel is represented by 2 triangles.  The more cells on screen means more triangles for your graphics card to render, but it also means it looks more high definition.    The level of LOD you pick will determine how many cells are shown at one time.  You may look at each picture and say the terrain looks more or less the same.  But the low LOD is losing some of the water on the bottom left compared to the high LOD.  



Shading: Smooth vs Sharp

Smooth Shading

Sharp Shading

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The top left picture is running smooth shading.  The number of polys (triangles) drawn is 132,096.  The bottom right picture is running sharp shading, and the number of triangles drawn is 786432View the next two slides back and forth and you will see what difference sharp shading makes.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Smooth shading



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sharp shading



Controls Options

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are all the controls options.   The sensitivity bars control how much change in view occurs from either moving the mouse or using the right stick on a controller.  A higher value means more rotation from the same movement.  The next 2 slides will demo the default 0.3 value vs 1.0 value.  Invert Y Axis means vertical input will be flipped.  So if you move the mouse up, the view will go down.Finally you can change your bindings



Bindings
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Move Forward W Left Stick up Moves the viewer forward in space

Move Backward S Left Stick down Moves the viewer backward in space

Strafe Left A Left Stick Left Moves the viewer in a left side-step fashion in 
space

Strafe Right D Left Stick Right Moves the viewer in a right side-step fashion in 
space

Increase Elevation Space Right Shoulder Button Moves the viewer up in space

Decrease Elevation Left Control Left Shoulder Button Moves the viewer down in space

Change Results Map M North Button (Y on Xbox, Triangle on PS)
Changes the results map between 4 different 
maps, a realistic map, depth map, velocity map, 
and water surface elevation map

Toggle Particles P West Button (X on Xbox, Square on PS) Turns on or off the particle tracing effect

Flight Path Play/Pause Return (Enter) East Button (B on Xbox, Circle on PS) While a flight path is active, will either play the 
path or pause it.

Increase Viewer Speed Right Arrow Left Directional Arrow Makes the viewer travel faster. The viewer can 
only go so fast however.

Decrease Viewer Speed Left Arrow Right Directional Arrow Makes the viewer travel faster. The viewer can 
only go so slow however.

Turn Left Unbound Right Stick Left Rotates the view to the left

Turn Right Unbound Right Stick Right Rotates the view to the right

Change View Up Unbound Right Stick Up Rotates the view up (No changeable binding yet)

Change View Down Unbound Right Stick Down Rotates the view down (No changeable binding 
yet)

Toggle Mouse Pointer Tab Left Trigger Button Will either show or hide the mouse pointer (No 
changeable binding yet)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just here for reference.. Same information as on Confluence



Particle Tracing Options
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Refers to the animation speed of the 
particle trace.  Default value is 1.

Refers to concentration of tracers in 
an area.  Default value is 1.

Refers to the width of the 
particle. Default value is 5
Refers to how long the particle exists on 
screen before it disappears and a new 
particle spawns in its place. Default value is 
300.

Refers to how many particles are 
shown at any one time. Default 
value is 10,000.

Changes the color of the tracers.  Each field accepts an 
integer between 0 and 255.  R/G/B = Red/Green/Blue

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mostly here for reference since this isn’t 3D viewer specific.. It’s the same options as in RasMapper



Default Mouse Sensitivity Demo (0.3)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The test I will be conducting is I will slowly drag my mouse from the center of the screen to the right side of the screen.  You will notice that the viewer will rotate approximately 270 degrees
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Increased Mouse Sensitivity (1.0)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Same test as the previous slide, but with 1.0 sensitivity.  Youll see that it goes a little more than 2 rotations.  
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Toolbar

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For reference



Toolbar Continued..
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
For reference



Helicopter Mode Movement vector stays constant, no matter the view.
View vector changes with view

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There will be two movement options in the 3D Viewer, however this one, the Helicopter Mode, is the only one that is currently functioning.  The vectors here are 3 dimensional, we say the x axis is going from the back of the camera to the front of the camera, the z axis is going from the bottom of the camera to the top, and the y axis is going through the left and to the right.  In helicopter mode, the movement vector will always be the same no matter what rotation the camera has.  This means that going in any direction in the XY plane will not change your elevation.  To change your elevation you will need to change it explicitly.  The view vector always matches the camera’s view, it is just a mathematical representation of the view.  It is a little redundant to show on the animations in the next slide



Helicopter Mode Demo
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Pressing forward key



Airplane Mode Movement AND view vector always match view

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The vectors here are 3 dimensional, we say the x axis is going from the back of the camera to the front of the camera, the z axis is going from the bottom of the camera to the top, and the y axis is going through the left and to the right.  In airplane mode, the movement vector will always match the view vector.  This means wherever the viewer is looking is the path the viewer will take if you move forward.The view vector always matches the camera’s view, it is just a mathematical representation of the view.  It is a little redundant to show on the animations in the next slide



Airplane Mode Demo
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Pressing forward key



Minimap Hide/Show Minimap

Viewer location and direction 
currently being viewed

Profile Name/Date



Minimap – A Fast Way to Travel

Click anywhere on the map to instantly be transported to that spot in 
the viewer
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Flight Plans – How to Make Layer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To lay out a flight path, first open RAS Mapper.  To open RAS Mapper, on the main RAS window select the  GIS Tools | RAS Mapper menu item or by pressing the RAS Mapper buttonA flight path layer will be needed to lay out flight paths.  To do that right click on Features Group in the tree view, and then select Create New Layer | Flightpath LayerCreate the polyline you want to use for the flight plan.  When you have finished right-click the layer and select Stop Editing.A shapefile will be generated under the Flight Paths folder in the root project directory.



Flight Plans - Continued

Select the flight path layer you created

Select the specific flight path from the layer

Acts like a camera strapped to the front of  a 
minecart or train.  Camera rotation changes with 
path rotation

Camera will always look in the same direction, requires 
user control to change.

Select a Flight Plan button

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From within the 3D Viewer, press the Select a Flight Plan button on the toolbar. If you saved your flight path layer in the default location, then the form will automatically select the shapefile for you.  Otherwise, find the flight path shapefile using the Browse button.



Questions?
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